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Selling Premium Glazing
by Jared Davis, MCPF, GCF

T

he first thing we want to see when
viewing a framed picture is the image.
Unfortunately, far too often the first thing
we actually see is the glass, we notice the
reflection.
Almost every picture we frame requires some
form of glazing. Glazing performs the vital
function of protecting artwork within.
As a result, glass is generally the highest
volume commodity for picture framers,
so being able to tap into the value of this
volume could offer a great opportunity for
increasing your business bottom line without
needing to work any harder.
A matter of years ago, there was only
Improvements in technology from industry leading companies like Tru Vue®
a limited choice in glazing options for
have increased the choice of glazing options for custom framing.
use in picture framing. But thanks to
part of your consultation process, is a vital key into
improvements in technology from industry
not only offering your customer a possibly better
leading companies like Tru Vue®, things have
solution for design and protection of their art, but
certainly changed. Premium glazing options have
it also offers you the possibility of an increased sale
come a long way from the basic non-glare frosted
amount and a larger potential for profit.
glass, to a much wider variety of specialty glazing
products featuring
When a customer enters a framing shop, they
benefits such as
don’t just come to buy picture frames, they are also
99% conservation
buying your advice and expertise. They rely on their
grade UV filtering
framer to offer them the right materials that will not
and amazing antionly enhance, but also protect their framed artwork
reflective coatings
or treasured memory.
in products such as
Museum Glass® and Research conducted by Tru Vue® has revealed that
customers will follow up to 85% of their custom
Optium® Museum
framer’s recommendations. So if you present an
Acrylic.
option to a client, there’s a high chance they’ll
consider taking it.
The process of consulting with a custom framing

Customers will
follow up to
85% of their
custom framer’s
recommendations

client is all about choice. Customer’s love having
a choice, and find it appealing to be able to
completely customize their artwork. Typical
custom framing design consultations usually start
with selecting matboards and then into frame
selection. But does it stop there? What happens
when it comes to the glazing? Do you continue
with offering your customer a selection of different
options to choose from, or are you perhaps in a
habit of making that choice for them?
Introducing the additional step of choosing
between the different glazing options available as

Price Sensitivity?

There seems to be initial concern by some framers
about the price of premium glazing options when
compared to standard glass. However we need to
keep in mind that customers are not always as price
sensitive as we may sometimes fear to think.
In most cases, custom framing is an emotional
purchase – so being a product that consumers
‘want’ rather than ‘need’ – it doesn’t suffer from
being a resentful purchase, but rather a pleasurable
and enjoyable purchase.

Most consumers don’t mind paying a little more for
something, if they can understand what the benefits
may be. With glazing options such as Museum Glass®
and UltraVue® UV70, which feature anti-reflective
coatings, the difference can be seen immediately – and
thus the extra cost can then be considered and justified
by the customer.
We also have to keep in mind that we should avoid
projecting our own reservation that something is too
expensive rather than letting our customers decide
for themselves. We must always be mindful that our
own beliefs are not necessarily the thoughts of our
customers. Just let them decide.
We’ll discuss strategies for pricing premium glazing in a
moment – but let’s consider the selling process first.

The Selling Process
Allow me to break this into the following simple steps:
• The first step to selling premium glazing is simply ask
your customers during the consulting process, “So
now let’s consider the glazing, and see what type of glass
would be best suited for your framed art?”
• Next, you need to have something to show them.
Just like matboards and mouldings, this part of
the process should also be touchy and tactile with
physical samples. At this stage you can use a framed
counter display such as a Tru Vue® Museum Glass®
shadowbox display, a framed wall display such as a
“with and without” example, or even some samples
pieces to hold over the art like a specifier.
• Review their choices with them, explaining
the relevant features and benefits, and make
a recommendation on the glazing option you
genuinely feel is best for their needs, regardless of any
price reservations.
• Once this customer agrees or indicates their preferred
option, reinforce their decision in order to make them
feel good and remove any uncertainty or doubts. You
can use responses such as:
“I think you’ve made the right choice for this,
Museum Glass® will make it look amazing.”
“I agree, that’s definitely the best choice, as this will
provide the best possible protection for your memory”
• Finally, you want to present the price to your
customer, but don’t separate or itemize the glass cost.
Just quote the overall price for the framed item.
• If the customer asks for a revised price, or a different
glazing option, once again, just provide the overall
framed price, rather than itemizing any difference.
• At the end of the day, it’s their choice. Compliment

Masterpiece Framing in Chicago USA, have created an in-store permanent
split glass display frame which demonstrates the visual and archival
difference between glazing options to choose from.

them on their decision, and remember to thank them
for choosing you to frame their artwork as well.

Merchandising Ideas for Selling Glass
Premium glass manufacturers like Tru Vue® can
provide ready framed examples which you can use
to demonstrate the different options. These are very
effective for the anti-reflective options such as Museum
Glass and UltraVue® UV70.
An effective way to demonstrate the benefit of UV
protection in products like Conservation Clear® with
99% UV filtering is to frame up your own piece of
artwork in a half/half split glass frame. Leave the frame
in a highly exposed sunlit area for a few weeks and it
will start revealing the difference that UV protection
can make to avoid fading. A newspaper print can be
ideal for this demonstration, as it reacts to exposure
quite rapidly.
Have some framed examples throughout your store
which feature premium anti-reflective options such as
Museum Glass® hanging beside an example framed
with traditional glass, it makes for a very effective side
by side comparison.
Some framers make a glazing specifier which they can
hold directly over the customer’s artwork to show the
viewing difference. Although the angle of view may not
always be ideal (anti-reflective glazing is designed to
be optimal when viewed vertically at eye level), it is still
a very effective and convincing way of showing clients
their glazing options when used in conjunction with a

This means you would effectively retail that full sheet
of glass in a frame for $60. This would give you a gross
profit of $52 per sheet.
Now let’s say you apply the same 750% markup on a
$100 sheet of premium glass.
This means your price for this would jump up to $750!
– Will your customer be able to justify this? - keep in
mind it only costs you $100.
So given the big difference in cost price for your
different options in glass, a better strategy will need
to be applied to your % markup so you can not
only make a great profit, but also successfully sell it
regularly as well.
Elite Picture Framing in Adelaide made a glazing specifier which they can hold
directly over the customer’s artwork to show the difference between popular
glass options.

side-by-side demonstration.

Pricing Premium Glazing
When it comes to pricing – being competitive and
priced correctly is a sensible approach in business.
Being able to understand and adjust your markups is
key to this. Depending on your point of sale software
or pricing system, you may need a deeper level of
understanding of how your pricing engine works, in
order to price your product effectively. Too expensive,
and customers won’t buy it – but too cheap, and you
won’t make money.
The main trap to be aware of is not to apply a static
percentage (keystone) markup across your entire range
of glass.
I know many of us are not accountants, so allow me to
simplify this with the following explanation:
The three key elements which determine your price
for the glass component of a custom framing job are
the cost of the material, the wastage, and the time (or
labour) involved.
In order to keep things simple - Let’s say it takes the
same amount of time to cut and clean a piece of regular
glass, as it would a piece of premium glass. Let’s also say
that the wastage remains the same as well. So in any
price difference between these two glazing products,
we’ll assume that costs of labour and wastage are the
same.
So that just leaves us with the cost of glass, and the
markup applied to this.
Scenario 1
If your current total markup on a piece of regular
glass, is say 750% - on an $8 full sheet (lite) of regular
glass.

Scenario 2
So if you used a more conservative 200% markup
(rather than 750%) on a $100 piece of glass, the retail
price would then be $300 – and provide a gross profit
of $200. This is nearly four times more than you would
normally make on a standard piece of glass, but also
provides a more digestible price differential to your
customer.
It’s up to you to decide how much extra profit
you’re happy making, but as you can see, the secret
to successful pricing for premium glazing is all in
controlling your markup.

Conclusion
Take a moment to consider if you could convert even
20% of all your current glass sales, into a premium
glass option? What could this do to your bottom line?
What’s even better about achieving this is that you’re
effectively making more money, without working any
longer, and without an extra customer walking through
the door?
Furthermore, you’ll also have higher customer
satisfaction, because they are buying an enhanced
quality product, which can also offer better protection
for their art.
Discard your doubts, the potential opportunity this
represents is so great that you have to consider at least
trying it. Keep in mind; you’ve got nothing to lose.
Join hundreds of other framing businesses who have
discovered the value of premium glazing and give it a
try, before you know it you’ll be making more money
selling glass – and better off because of it!
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